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Abstract  

 

Antigenic targets of influenza vaccination are currently seen to be polarised between (i) 

highly immunogenic (and protective) epitopes of high variability, and (ii) conserved 

epitopes of low immunogenicity. This requires vaccines directed against the variable sites 

to be continuously updated, with the only other alternative being seen as the artificial 

boosting of immunity to invariant epitopes of low natural efficacy. However, theoretical 

models suggest that the antigenic evolution of influenza is best explained by postulating the 

existence of highly immunogenic epitopes of limited variability.  Here we report the 

identification of such an epitope of limited variability in the head domain of the H1 

haemagglutinin protein. We show that the epitope mediates immunity to historical 

influenza strains not previously seen by a cohort of young children. Furthermore, 

vaccinating mice with these epitope conformations can induce immunity to all the human 

H1N1 influenza strains that have circulated since 1918. The identification of epitopes of 

limited variability offers a mechanism by which a universal influenza vaccine can be 

created; these vaccines would also have the potential to protect against newly emerging 

influenza strains. 
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Introduction 

 

Seasonal influenza is estimated to cause between 1-4 million cases of severe illness and 200,000 

to 500,000 deaths per year1. The best way to protect against influenza infection is through 

vaccination. Currently, a trivalent (TIV) or quadravalent influenza (QIV) vaccine is given each 

year, targeting the circulating H1N1 and H3N2 influenza A strains and one or two lineages of the 

circulating influenza B strains. However, the vaccine has to be formulated at least 6 months prior 

to the influenza season and so the strains that are subsequently prevalent in the actual flu season 

do not always match the strains used in the vaccine2.  

 

The antigenic evolution of influenza is known to occur through mutations in surface 

glycoproteins, principally haemagglutinin (HA), allowing strains to escape pre-existing host 

immunity3–5. Epitopes within HA are commonly assumed to be either highly variable due to 

strong immune selection (and typically located in the head domain of HA) or conserved due to 

the absence of immune selection (for example, in the stalk of HA)6. Together, these form the 

backbone of the theory of ‘antigenic drift’ whereby the virus population slowly and 

incrementally acquires mutations in protective highly variable epitopes. However, the antigenic 

drift model can only explain the epidemiology and limited genetic diversity observed among 

influenza virus populations when very specific constraints are placed on the mode and tempo of 

mutation or by invoking short-term strain-transcending immunity7,8. An alternative model known 

as ‘antigenic thrift’ successfully models the epidemiology and genetic diversity of influenza by 

assuming that immune responses against epitopes of limited variability drive the antigenic 

evolution of influenza9–11. Within this framework, new strains may be generated constantly 

through mutation but most of these cannot expand in the host population due to pre-existing 

immune responses against epitopes of limited variability. This creates the conditions for the 

sequential appearance of antigenically distinct strains and provides a solution to the long-

standing conundrum of why the virus population exhibits such limited antigenic and genetic 

diversity within an influenza epidemic. An important translational corollary of this model is that 

a ‘universal’ influenza vaccine may be constructed by targeting such protective epitopes of 

limited variability.  
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We show that studies of sera from young children taken in 2006/7 using neutralisation assays 

and ELISAs reveals a periodic pattern of cross-reactivity to historical isolates consistent with the 

recycling of epitopes of limited variablity. We idenfity one epitope of limited variability 

responsible for this pattern through a structural bioinformatics analysis. We demonstrate that 

mutagenesis of the epitope removes the cross-reactivity to historical strains and vaccination of 

mice with the 2006 conformation of the epitope is able to reproduce the cross-reactivity pattern 

identifed in the serology studies. We further show that vaccination of other epitope 

conformations induces similar but asynchronous cross-reactivity to historical strains. Finally, we 

demonstrate that vaccination with the 2006 and 1977 epitope conformations is able to protect 

mice from challenge with a H1N1 influenza strain that last circulated in 1934. By establishing 

that the antigenic space within which influenza evolves is much smaller than previously thought, 

we show that there are epitopes in the major influenza antigen, HA, which if vaccinated against 

would allow us to avoid the requirement for yearly influenza vaccination, necessitated by the 

current TIV and QIV vaccines.  

 

Results  
 

Recognition of historical isolates follows a pattern consistent with recycling of epitopes 
We tested the prediction that HA epitopes of limited variability exist by performing 

microneutralisation assays using pseudotyped lentiviruses displaying the H1 HA proteins from a 

panel of historical influenza isolates (hereafter described as pMN assays12,13); with sera obtained 

in 2006/2007 in the UK from 88 children born between March 1994 and May 2000 (Fig 1A). All 

individuals possessed neutralising antibodies to the A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 strain and 98% of 

individuals possessed neutralising antibodies to A/New Caledonia/20/1999, including those 

children born in 2000 who are unlikely to have been exposed to the strain. 99% of individuals 

also possessed neutralising antibodies to the A/USSR/90/1977 strain, while 30% of individuals 

also possessed neutralising antibodies to the A/WSN/1933 strain. By contrast, only 3%, 9.1% 

and 3.4% of individuals possessed antibodies to the A/California/4/2009, A/PR/8/1934 and 

A/South Carolina/1/1918 strains respectively. ELISA analysis using the HA1 domain of the 

same seven strains as an antigen was consistent with the pMN data and also identified broadly 

cross-reactive non-neutralising antibodies that bind the HA HA1 region of various H1 influenza 
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strains (Fig S1A). These results are in agreement with number of recent studies suggesting 

antibody responses show some degree of periodic cross-reactivity to historical strains 14–22 

counter to the view of ‘antigenic drift’ within which antigenic distance accumulates linearly with 

time.  
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Figure 1: Pseudotype microneutralisation data revealing a cyclic pattern of epitope 
recognition and the involvement of position 147 in the production of cross-protective 
antibodies in sera taken from children aged 6 to 12 in 2006/2007. (A) Serum samples from 
children aged between 6 to 12 years in 2006/2007 n = 88 were tested for their ability to neutralise 
a panel of pseudotyped lentiviruses representing a range of historical isolates. (B-F) A lysine 
residue was inserted at position 147 linear numbering, where Met = 1 through site-directed 
mutagenesis SDM in the HAs of pseudotyped lentiviruses A/WSN/1933, A/PR/8/1934 and 
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A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 included in panel A as well as A/Iowa/1943 and A/Denver/1957. The 
ratio of WT IC50 to mutant IC50 was then assessed to determine if there was reduction in 
neutralisation. A stalk targeting antibody, C179, was used as a control.  
 

We noted that the A/Solomon Islands/3/2006, A/New Caledonia/20/1999, A/PR/8/34 and 

A/WSN/33 HAs all contained a deletion at position 147 (linear numbering, where Met = 1, H3 

numbering: 133, WHO numbering: 130) and exhibited some degree of reactivity to the 

2006/2007 sera. This position otherwise typically contains a positively charged arginine, in the 

case of the A/USSR/90/1977 HA, or lysine, as is the case for the A/California/4/2009 and 

A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 HAs. To determine whether the cross-reactivity observed between 

these strains could be attributed to the deletion, a lysine was inserted at position 147 (-147K) in 

the A/Solomon Islands/6/2006, A/PR/8/1934 and A/WSN/1933 HAs (Fig 1B-D). A statistically 

significant loss of neutralisation for the -147K A/Solomon Islands/3/2006, and A/PR/8/1934 and 

A/WSN/1933 mutant pseudotyped lentiviruses was observed (p-value= 0.0005, Fig 1B, p-

value=0.0004, Fig 1C, and p-value=0.0056, Fig 1D). In the case of the A/PR/8/1934 -147K 

mutant, there was a total loss of neutralisation in four samples and a reduction in two samples 

indicating that the bulk of cross-reactivity between the A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 and the 

A/PR/8/1934 strains is mediated through an epitope located in the vicinity of the deletion (p-

value= 0.0004, Fig. 1C). Therefore, it seems that the absence of a positively charged lysine at 

position 147 mediates much of the observed cross-reactivity to historical strains induced by the 

2006/2007 cohort sera in Figure 1A. 

 

Analysis of historical strain data shows that the deletion, the only one to occur in the H1 HA, 

appears periodically over the course to the antigenic evolution of H1N1 subtype of influenza, 

occurring in 1933, 1934, 1943, 1957 and between 1995 and 2008. To ascertain whether the 

absence of an amino acid at position 147 would also mediate cross-reactivity with other 

historical strains possessing the deletion, A/WSN/1933 neutralisation positive samples were run 

against the WT and -147K mutant A/Iowa/1943 and A/Denver/1957 pseudotyped lentiviruses 

(Fig 1E-F). A statistically significant reduction in neutralisation was observed for the -147K 

A/Iowa/1943 and A/Denver/1957 HA mutants (p-value= 0.012, Fig 1E, p-value= 0.011, Fig 1F). 

Furthermore, three samples, which neutralised the WT A/Denver/1957 HA, failed to neutralise 

the -147K mutant entirely. These results imply that at least part of the cross-reactive neutralising 
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immune response within this cohort is mediated through the recognition of an epitope that 

contains a deletion at position 147. Moreover, the existence of a lysine at position 147 may 

contribute to the overall lack of neutralisation of A/California/4/2009 and A/South 

Carolina/1/1918.  

 

Identification of an epitope of limited variability  

 
Several previous studies have highlighted the importance of position 147. Although not included 

within any of the canonical antigenic sites defined by Caton et al, 1982 (being absent in the 

A/PR/8/1934 Mt. Sinai strain), position 147 has recently been assigned to a new antigenic site 

denoted ‘Pa’ in Matsuzaki et al, 2014, where it was shown to be responsible for several 

A/Narita/1/2009 escape mutants3,23. Position 147 is also important for the binding of several 

known broadly neutralising antibodies: for example, the 5j8 antibody requires a lysine to be 

present at position 147, whilst the CH65 antibody cannot bind if a lysine is present at position 

14724,25. Furthermore, Li et al, 2013 demonstrated that certain demographics, such as individuals 

born between 1983 and 1996, possess antibodies that bind to an epitope containing a lysine 

residue at position 14718.  

 

We next employed a structural bioinformatic approach to identify an epitope of limited 

variability that contained position 147. In silico analysis was used to determine how the 

accessibility and binding site area contributed to the variability of hypothetical antibody binding 

sites (Fig 2A) on the surface of the A/Brevig Mission/1/1918, A/PR/8/1934, 

A/California/04/2009, A/Washington/5/2011 H1 HA crystal structures26–30. The antibody binding 

site (ABS) of lowest variability containing position 147 was consistently represented by the site 

shown in Figure 2B31, and could be shown to locate to an exposed loop in the head domain of the 

H1 HA, not covered by N-linked glycosylation (Fig 2B&C) and encompassing additional 

residues in the Ca2 antigenic site.  
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Figure 2: Identification of a site of limited variability in the head domain of the H1 HA 
through structural bioinformatic analysis. (A) Variability of antibody bindings sites ABS on 
the crystal structure of A/California/04/2009 HA; those containing position 147 are shown in 
yellow. (B, C) Location of ABS of lowest variability containing position 147 with position 147 
shown in yellow and the rest of the site coloured in red. (D) Phylogenetic trees of pre-pandemic 
and post-pandemic highlighted rectangle H1N1 with tips coloured according to the conformation 
of the epitope of limited variability (hereafter called ‘OREO’). 
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Analysis of this site (hereafter called ‘OREO’) suggested that various conformational epitope 

variants could be defined on the basis of variation and structural proximity of positions 147, 158 

and 159. Combining these analyses with the site directed mutagenesis SDM results, we arrived at 

a maximum of five epitope conformations of the epitope (Figs 3 & S3), which arise and 

disappear in a cyclical manner during the known evolutionary history of the pre-pandemic and 

post-pandemic H1N1 lineages (Fig 2D). This analysis demonstrates that there are numerous sites 

of limited variability in the head domain of the H1 HA, in addition to a range of highly variable 

sites (Fig 2A); the antigenic trajectory of the latter has been tracked in detail by several previous 

studies32,33. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Allelic classes of the OREO epitope. Sequence Logo diagrams showing the 

relative frequency of different amino acids for each OREO conformation based on yearly 

consensus sequences. The various epitopes can be defined by the amino acids at positions 147, 

158 and 159. These three positions have been used to define the conformations of OREO in the 

phylogenetic tree in Figure 2D.  
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Vaccination with an epitope of limited variability induces cyclical cross-reactivity  
 

We next substituted the five proposed conformations of OREO (Figs 3 & Table S1) into H5, H6 

and H11 HAs, which have not circulated in the human population, to maintain the conformations 

of the epitope and allow the immune response to be focused on the epitope via a prime-boost-

boost vaccination regimen (Figs 4A). Consequently, mice were vaccinated using a DNA-DNA-

pseudotyped lentivirus regimen alternating between different HA scaffolds (Fig 4A). Analysis of 

sera obtained from the final bleed at 21 weeks prior to influenza challenge demonstrated that 

vaccinating with these epitopes produces antibodies that are cross-reactive to a number of 

historical strains. Notably, the 2006-like epitope conformation (red) produces cross-reactive 

antibodies that mirror the neutralisation profile of sera taken in 2006/2007 from young children 

aged 6 to 12 (Figs 1A&S1): both datasets show neutralisation of pseudotyped lentiviruses 

displaying HAs from A/Solomon Islands/3/2006, A/USSR/90/1977, A/PR/8/1934 and 

A/WSN/1933 via the OREO epitope but not A/California/4/2009 or A/South Carolina/1/1918 

(Fig 4B-G). Intriguingly the 1977-like conformation (green), containing an arginine at position 

147, also display similar cross-reactivity to that of the 2006-like epitope (red), containing a 

deletion at position 147. Furthermore, the 2009-like (blue) and 1991-like (orange) conformations 

showed periodic cross-reactivity to historical strains demonstrating the chronological 

reoccurrence of epitopes of limited variability (Fig 4B-G).  
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Figure 4. Sequential vaccination using chimeric HA constructs. (A) Five groups of mice were 
sequentially vaccinated with 2009-like (blue), 2006-like (red), 1995-like (orange), 1977-like 
(green) and 1940-like (pink) epitope sequences substituted into H6, H5 and H11 HAs (also see 
Table 1). Two further control groups were sequentially vaccinated with H6, H5 and H11 
constructs without any sequence substituted into the HAs (vaccination controls). A further two 
groups were mock vaccinated (unvaccinated controls). (B-G) Pseudotype microneutralisation 
assays using 0.5 µl of sera from the bleed at 21 weeks. (H-I).  
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Vaccination with epitopes from A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 and A/USSR/90/1977 protect 
against challenge with A/PR/8/1934 

 
To test whether antibodies directed against these epitopes conferred protective immunity, the 

2006-like (red) and 1977-like (green) epitope vaccinated groups were challenged with a strain 

collected in 1934 (A/PR/8/1934) (Fig 5A&C). The 2009-like (blue), 1995-like (orange) and 

1940-like (pink) groups were challenged with a 2009 pandemic strain, A/California/04/2009 (Fig 

5B&D). In each challenge experiment, an unvaccinated group (n=6) was included as well as a 

group vaccinated via the DNA-DNA-pseudotyped lentivirus regimen with the H6, H5 and H11 

HAs without the substituted epitope conformations (n=6). Vaccination with the 2006-like (red) 

and 1977-like (green) epitope conformations conferred immunity to challenge with the 

A/PR/8/1934 virus (Fig 5A&C). As expected, vaccination with the 2009-like epitope also 

conferred immunity to challenge with A/California/04/2009 strain, which last circulated in 2009 

(Fig 5B&D). These results demonstrate that epitopes that circulated in the A/Solomon 

Islands/8/2006 and A/USSR/90/1977 strains, which last circulated in 2006 and 1977 

respectively, were able to produce antibodies that confer protection against challenge with the 

A/PR/8/1934 strain, which last circulated in 1934.  
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Figure 5. Influenza challenge of vaccinated mice with either A/PR/8/1934 or 
A/California/4/2009. (A, B) The graphs denote daily weight loss of the mice during the 
challenge. Mice of the same age, which were not vaccinated or challenged, are shown for 
reference and denoted ‘unchallenged and unvaccinated’. (C, D) Survival curve denoting the 
number of mice in each group. Mice were euthanised at 20% weight loss.  
 
Discussion 

 
Our results demonstrate the existence of a highly immunogenic epitope of limited variability in 

the head domain of the H1 HA, which have been theorised by mathematical modelling studies to 

drive the antigenic evolution of influenza9,10. Sera from children aged 6-12 years taken in 2006/7 

was shown to cross-react with a panel of historical isolates, the majority of which they will not 

have experienced (Fig 1A). This cross-reactivity was removed by mutagenesis of an epitope of 

limited variability identified through a structural bioinformatic analysis (Fig1B-F&2). We were 
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further able to reproduce the cross-reactivity exhibited in the serology studies in a mouse model, 

and demonstrated that vaccination with the epitope conformations circulating in 2006 or 1977 

induced protective immunity to challenge with a strain that last circulated in 1934 (Fig 4). 

Vaccination with other conformations of the epitope produced complementary but asynchronous 

cross-reactivity to historical strains (Figs 4&5). Furthermore, between 1918 and the present day, 

the 2006-like 147-deleted conformation of the epitope has occurred five times. In two instances, 

when circulating strains contained the 147-deleted conformation of the epitope, lineage 

replacement of the H1N1 strain occurred (in 1957 and 2008). This suggests that the possession of 

a conformation of the epitope in which 147 is present conferred a very significant selective 

advantage once population immunity has built up against the 147-deleted conformation.  

 

Another site of limited variability identified by our analysis in the head domain of H1 HA 

appears to be centred on position 180 (linear numbering, position 166: H3 numbering, position 

163: WHO numbering). Linderman et al, 2014 and Huang et al, 2015 have identified and 

purified antibodies that bind to a site including position 180 and neutralise A/California/04/2009, 

A/USSR/07/1977 and A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 but not A/Solomon Islands/30/2006, A/New 

Caledonia//1999 and A/PR/8/1934, displaying cyclical cross-reactivity in a similar but 

asynchronous manner to OREO19,20,22. We have identified similar patterns of cross-reactivity to 

historical isolates in young children aged 12-18 months whose sera was collected in 2013 (Fig 

S1B). However, as this site is periodically covered by glycosylation, the ‘OREO’ epitope is 

likely to be a better vaccine target.  

 

Currently available influenza vaccines are believed to target epitopes of very high variability on 

the haemagglutinin and neuraminidase surface glycoproteins. This requires them to be 

continuously updated, with the only alternative being seen as the artificial boosting of immunity 

to conserved epitopes of low immunogenicity. By identifying such epitopes, we have established 

an alternate method of producing improved influenza vaccines: targeting highly immunogenic 

epitopes of limited variability as opposed to targeting highly immunogenic epitopes of high 

variability or conserved epitopes of low immunogenicity. Through vaccination against the 

various conformations of the epitope of limited variability identified in this study, it is possible to 

induce immunity to all previous and future H1N1 strains. Alternatively, directing immunity 
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against a smaller number of the identified epitope conformations will reduce the frequency with 

which the seasonal influenza vaccine requires updating. The evolutionary framework on which 

these studies are based9,34 applies generally to other subtypes of influenza A such as H3N2 34 and 

also to influenza B, suggesting that epitopes of limited variability can also be identified in these 

viruses. Consequently, the same strategy could be used to produce vaccines for other subtypes of 

human influenza, as well as swine and avian influenza viruses, and potentially other viruses.  
 
Materials and Methods 

Serum samples. 88 serum samples from young children aged 6 to 12 years were collected in 

Oxford in 2006/2007. All donors gave written informed consent for research use of blood 

samples with ethical approval by a local research ethics committee 16/SC/0141.  

 
Enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay ELISA. Anti HA1 antibody responses were measured 

using ELISAs. In brief, Nunc-Immuno 96 well plates were coated with 1.0µg ml-1 of HA1 

protein Sino Biological Ltd, China in PBS buffer and left overnight at 4°C. Plates were washed 

6x with PBS-Tween PBS/T, then blocked with casein in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature RT. 

Serum or plasma was diluted in casein-PBS solution at dilutions ranging from 1:50 to 1:1000, 

before being added to Nunc-Immuno 96 well plates in triplicate. Plates were incubated at 4°C 

overnight before being washed as previously described. Secondary antibody rabbit anti-human 

whole IgG conjugated to alkaline phosphatase, Sigma was added at a dilution of 1:3000 in 

casein-PBS solution and incubated for 1.5 hours at RT. After a final wash, plates were developed 

by adding 4-nitrophenyl phosphate substrate in diethanolamine buffer Pierce, Loughborough, 

UK and optical density OD was read at 405nm using an ELx800 microplate reader Cole Parmer, 

London, UK. A reference standard comprising of pooled cross-reactive serum and naïve serum 

on each plate served as a positive and negative control respectively. Data is presented as arbitrary 

units determined using the NIH standard calculator based on subtraction of background from 

samples and interpolation from the standard curve using a 4 parameter fit model 35.  

A positive reference standard was used on each plate to produce a standard curve. The standard 

was made from cross-reactive serum against each HA1 protein. It was added in duplicate at an 

initial dilution of 1:100 in casein-PBS solution and diluted 2-fold 10 times, starting with an 

arbitrary value of antibody units determined using the NIH standard calculator. Three blank 
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wells containing casein-PBS solution only, and a further 3 blank wells containing naïve human 

sera or plasma were used as negative controls. The mean of the OD values of the naïve sera was 

then subtracted from all OD values on each plate before triplicates were fitted to a 4 parameter 

standard curve using the positive reference standard.  

Pseudotyped influenza virus production. Pseudotyped lentiviruses displaying influenza HAs 

were produced by transfection of HEK 293T/17 cells with 1.0 µg of gag/pol construct, p8.91, 1.5 

µg of a luciferase reporter carrying construct, pCSFLW, 250 µg of TMPRSS4 expressing 

construct and 1.0 µg of HA glycoprotein expressing construct Temperton et al 2007. 

Transfections were performed in 10 ml of media DMEM 10% FCS, 1% pencillicin-stephomycin, 

20% L-gluatmate and left for 8 hours. 1 unit of endoengeous NA Sigma, US was added to 10 ml 

of new media to induce virus budding. Media was removed 48 hours post-induction of budding 

and filtered with a 0.45 µm syringe. The pseudotyped influenza viruses were stored at -80°C.  

 

Pseudotyped influenza virus titration. Serial dilutions were made of pseudotyped influenza 

virus preparations in Corning Costar plates 96-well plates Promega, USA.104 HEK 293T/17 cells 

were added to each well and incubated for 3 days at 37°C. The cells were then lysed with 

BrightGlo reagent Promega, USA and the relative light units of the cell lysate determined using a 

Varioscan luminometer microplate reader Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA. 

 

Pseudotype microneutralisation assay. Neutralising antibodies were quantified using a 

pseudotype microneutralisation assay. Serially diluted sera was added to Corning Costar plates 

96-well plates Promega, USA, before being incubated with 106 RLU pseduotyped influenza virus 

for 1 hour at 37°C. Typically, 1 µl of sera was used per assay, however for comparison of WT 

and SDM pseudotyped influenza viruses, 5 µl of sera was used. HEK 293T/17 cells 2.0*10^5 

cells ml-1 were subsequently added to each well and incubated for 3 days at 37°C. The cells were 

lysed with BrightGlo reagent Promega and the relative light units of the cell lysate determined 

using a Varioscan luminometer microplate reader Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA. The reduction 

of infectivity was determined by comparing the RLU in the presence and absence of antibodies 

and expressed as percentage neutralisation. The 50% inhibitory dose IC50 was defined as the 

sample concentration at which RLU were reduced 50% compared to virus control wells after 
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subtraction of background RLU in cell only control wells. At least two replicates were performed 

for each biological sample to ensure replicability.  

 
Structural bioinformatic analysis. Amino acids present on the surface of various H1 HAs were 

determined by calculating the accessibility of amino acids on the surface of the crystal structures 

of A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 1RUZ, Gamblin et al, 2004, A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 1RU7, Skehel et 

al, 2004 and A/California/4/2009 3LZG, Xu et al, 2010 and A/Washington/5/2011 4LXV, Yang 

et al, 2014 HAs using Swiss-Pdb viewer. Areas of 600 Å2, 800 Å2 and 1000 Å2 were mapped 

onto the surface of the crystal structures by determining the distances between the α carbon of a 

given amino acid and all others within a structure. Those residues whose α carbon sequences 

were within the specified area were recorded and used to produce disrupted peptide sequences 

for a given binding site. Antibody binding site variability was calculated as the mean pairwise 

hamming distance between the consensus sequences collected between 1918 to 2016. The 

sequences were aligned using MUSCLE before being manually curated using AliView.  

 
Vaccination of mice: All animal work was approved by the University of Oxford Animal Care 

and Ethical Review Committee. Balb/c mice n=6 Envigo, UK were sequentially vaccinated with 

the OREO sequences substituted into H6, H5 and H11 HA backbones in a prime-boost-boost 

regime at intervals of 3-4 weeks. As a backbone control, two groups were vaccinated with native 

H6, H5 and H11 constructs. A further two groups were mock vaccinated and used as an 

unvaccinated control. The prime and first boost were administered as a 100 µg intra muscular 

injection of DNA into the musculus tibialis, whilst the final vaccination was administered as an 

intra muscular injection into the musculus tibialis of 8 HI units of lentivirus pseudotype 

displaying the chimeric H11 HA in Alum adjuvant Alhydrogel, Invitrogen, USA at a 1:1 volume 

ratio.  

 

Haemaggutinin inhibition assay: Pseudotyped lentivirus displaying influenza HA were diluted 

2-fold down a 96 well plate and mixed with 50 µl of 4% chicken red blood cells. After an hour 

the coagulation of red blood cells was assessed visually to determine the point at which 

coagulation could no longer be observed.  
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Influenza challenge: At 5 weeks post final boost mice were challenged intra nasally with either 

A/PR/8/1934 at 1.0 x 103 PFU per mouse or A/California/04/2009 at 1.5 x 105 PFU per mouse. 

Mice were weighed daily. At 3 days post challenge food in proportion to the number of mice in 

each cage was placed on the floor of the cage. Mice were euthanised at their pre-determined 

humane end point 20% weight loss or if they showed no sign of recovery at 7 days post-

challenge.  

 

Statistical analysis 

Student’s t-tests were performed to determine all p-values shown in Figure 1.  

 

Area under the curve was calculated for the mouse weight loss data (Fig 5A&C, main text), and 

analysed in a single-factor ANOVA. Between-group comparisons were then performed using 

Tukey's post hoc method for pairwise comparison correction to provide corrected p-values.  

 

Fisher's Exact test was used to determine survival differences in the experimental groups after 

seven days (Fig 5B&D). All p-values were adjusted to multiple comparisons using the 

Bonferroni-Holm correction. 

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

RAxML version 8.2.11 was used to build a maximum likelihood tree based on the strain HA 

amino acid sequences, using a gamma distributed site heterogeneity model and the amino acid 

FLU substitution model. Tip-to-root distance was regressed against sequence dates, using a best 

fitting root, in Tempest V1.5.1. This yielded an R-squared of 0.886 and 0.834 for the ≤2008 and 

≥2009 data, respectively, indicating a good fit between the genetic distance and the time of 

sampling. The colour of branches was determined by the identify of amino acids at positions 147 

and 158, which are the variable amino acids at the centre of the amino acid binding site. Blue 

OREO was defined as 147 K, 158 no lysine; orange OREO as 147 lysine and 158 lysine; green 

OREO as 147 arginine; red OREO as 147 deletion; pink OREO 147 isoleucine.  

 
Accession numbers can be found in the supplementary material.  
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Figure S1. ELISA analysis of sera from children aged 6 to 12 years and 12 to 18 months 
using the HA1 domain of a number of chronologically dispersed strains. A. ELISA analysis 
of sera from children aged 6 to 12 years. B. ELISA analysis of sera from children aged 12 to 18 
months.  The HA1 domain of a number of chronologically dispersed strains was used as an 
antigen. All ELISAs were standardised using positive sera. Samples were either allocated as 
‘positive’ (red) or ‘negative’ (white) based on whether they fell into the linear range of the 
standard curve. The percentage of the samples that displayed reactivity to each strain is provided 
on the right hand side of the figure. 
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Figure S2. Variation in antibody binding sites mapped onto the surface of various H1 HA 
crystal structures. Variability in antibody binding sites ABS were mapped to the crystal 
structure of A/California/04/2009 to determine the variability of each antibody binding site based 
on parameters of (A) 600 Å2, >1% accessibility (B) 600 Å2, >10% accessibility, (C) 800 Å2, >1 
accessibility (D) 800 Å2, >10% accessibility (E) 1000 Å2, >1% accessibility (F) 1000 Å2, >10% 
accessibility. Variability in antibody binding sites ABS were mapped to the crystal structure of 
A/PR/8/1934 to determine the variability of each antibody binding site based on parameters of 
(G) 600 Å2, >1% accessibility (H) 600 Å2, >10% accessibility, (I) 800 Å2, >1 accessibility (J) 
800 Å2, >10% accessibility (K) 1000 Å2, >1% accessibility (L) 1000 Å2, >10% accessibility. 
Variability in antibody binding sites ABS were mapped to the crystal structure of A/Brevig 
Mission/1/1918 to determine the variability of each antibody binding site based on parameters of 
(M) 600 Å2, >1% accessibility (N) 600 Å2, >10% accessibility, (O) 800 Å2, >1 accessibility (P) 
800 Å2, >10% accessibility (Q) 1000 Å2, >1% accessibility (R) 1000 Å2, >10% accessibility. 
Accessibility is determined by the accessibility of an amino acid to a water molecule. The amino 
acid position at the centre of each centroid is used to denote the ABS. In each instance ABS 
including position 147 are highlighted in yellow. Similar analyses were performed for the 
A/Washington/05/2011 crystal structure producing a similar pattern to the A/California/04/2009 
analysis data not shown. ABS highlighted in yellow include position 147. Equivalents of these 
ABS can be found in A/PR/8/1934 but these have not been highlighted as there is a deletion in 
position 147. 
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146 147 148 149 151 154 155 156 157 158 159
2016 N K G V A P H A G A K
2015 N K G V A P H A G A K
2014 N K G V A P H A G A K
2013 N K G V A P H A G A K
2012 N K G V A P H A G A K
2011 N K G V A P H A G A K
2010 N K G V A P H A G A K
2009 N K G V A P H A G A K
2008 T 3 G V A S H N G E S
2007 T 3 G V A S H N G E S
2006 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
2005 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
2004 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
2003 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
2002 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
2001 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
2000 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
1999 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
1998 T 3 G V A S H N G K S
1996 T K G V A S H N G K S
1995 T K G V A S H N G K S
1993 T K G V A S H N G K S
1992 T K G V A S H N G K S
1991 T K G V A S H N G K S
1989 T K G V A S H N G K S
1987 T K G V A S H K G K S
1986 T K G V A S H K G K S
1985 T R G V A S H K G K S
1984 T K G V A S H K G K S
1983 T K G V A S H K G K S
1982 T R G V A S H K G K S
1981 T R G V A S H K G K C
1980 T R G V A S H K G K S
1979 T R G V A S H K G K S
1978 T R G V A S H K G K S
1977 T R G V A S H K G K S
1957 R 3 G V A P H A R K S
1954 T R G V A S H A K K S
1953 T R G V A S H A R K S
1951 T R G V A S H A K K S
1950 I/T R G V A S H A G K S
1949 T R G V A S H K G K S
1948 T R G V A S H K G K S
1947 T R G V A S H A G K S
1946 D/T/N I G V A S H A G K S
1945 T R G V A S H A G K S
1945 T R G V A S H A G K S
1943 A R G V A S H A G K S
1942 T K G V A S H A G K C
1940 N I G V A S H A G K S
1936 N I G V A S H A G K S
1935 T K G V A S H A G K S
1934 N 3 G V A S H E G K S
1933 L K G V A S H G/R G K S
1918 T K G V A S H A G A S  

Figure S3: Identification of the various conformations of a site of limited variability in the 
head domain of the H1 HA through structural bioinformatic analysis. Analysis of consensus 
sequences corresponding to the disrupted peptide sequence of the antibody binding site of lowest 
variability containing position 147 OREO in the >10%, 1000 Å2 plot for A/California/4/2009.  
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Table S1: Sequences cloned into H6, H5 and H11 HAs. Amino acids changed in the H5, H6 
and H11 backbones to the (A) red conformation 2006 H1 HA sequence, (B) green conformation 
(1977 sequence), (C) orange conformation (1995 sequence), (D) blue conformation (2009 
sequence) and (E) pink conformation (1940 sequence). 
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Tables S2: Accession numbers pre-2009 pandemic 
AAD172291918 AAA92280 ABF21278 ACV49534 AAM75158 ABD77675 ABO21709 
ACF41834 AFM68954 AFM71846 AGU93019 CAA24272 ABD62781 ABN59412 ABO38384 
AEM60005 ABO383511936 ABI20826 ABD62843 ABD79101 ABO38054 ABO38373 
ABP493271945 ABD79112 ACV49556 AGQ47776 AAA67338 ABD77807 AEM23889 
AGQ47764 ABN594011948 ABN59434 ADT78929 ABD61735 ABP49316 ADT78868 
ABP49481 ABQ01311 ABQ44471 ADT78936 ADT79108 AGQ47811 ADT789081953 
AAA43171 ABD60966 ABD15258 AFV53260 ABD60933 ABD60944 ABD95350 ABO44134 
ABF47693 ABF47715 ABN59423 ABO32981 ABO32992 ABO38065 ABP49338 ABP49448 
ABY81349 AAA43172 ABQ01322 ABW36311 ABF47748 ABO33006 ABO38362 
ABO522581981 ABD77818 ABD95339 ABO52797 ABF47759 ABG26824 ABG88333 
ABG88344 ABI92302 ABK40546 ABK40590 ABL67264 ABN50900 ABO33025 ABO38406 
ABP49349 CAA910801985 ABF21274 ABM22246 ABO38395 ABO44123 ABP49360 
ABN50928 ABN50940 ABQ44416 ACK99443 ACL12261 BAA02768 BAA02769 AAP34322 
ABD60955 ABF21276 ACF41933 AFO64835 AFQ90533 AFO64846 AFQ90528 AAK70449 
AAK70450 AAP34323 ABE11867 ABE11878 ABE11889 ABE11900 ABE11922 ABE11942 
ABE12032 AAP60036 AAP60037 ABD59847 ABF47649 ABF47660 ABG47829 ABI20848 
ABI21519 ABI21530 ABI21541 ABD59848 AFJ74459 AFJ78298 AFJ78364 AFO64879 
AFO64890 AAK70451 AAK70452 AAK70453 AAK70454 AAK70456 AFJ78375 AFO64901 
AFO65016 AAP34324 ABK40006 ACD37430 ACR15304 AFO64802 AAX56530 ABA08486 
ABD60856 ABD60867 ABD60900 ABD61518 ABD77917 ABD77928 ABD77972 ABD94976 
AAZ38627 AAZ79604 AAZ83299 ABA08519 ABA12715 ABA18037 ABA42236 ABA42575 
ABA43189 ABA87045 AAZ83253 ABA87080 ABB51962 ABB82216 ACA96508 ACR15216 
ACR15315 ACR15326 ADY04727 AFO66191 ABA08475 ABA12696 ABA12729 ABB03123 
ABB53740 ABB82205 ABI96108 AEX33420 AEX34484 AFJ78386 ABC42750 ABW81513 
ABW81518 AEP32457 AFJ78419 AFO66235 AFO66246 CDR50099 ABI21189 ABI21222 
ABI21233 ABJ09184 ABJ16664 ABK40689 ABO32678 ABP49393 ABW81514 ABK79959 
ABS71664 ABS71666 ABS71667 ABS71668 ABS71669 ABS71670 ABS71672 ABS71673 
ABU50566 ABU50572 ABV29579 ABV29601 ABV29612 ABV29634 ABV29645 ABV29656 
ABV29678 ABV29689 ABV29733 ACB11768 ACB11769 ACB11777 ACB11782 ACB11786 
ACB11793 ACD47247 ACD47249 ACD47253 ACD47256  
 
Table S3: Accession numbers post-2009 pandemic: 
AQN74335 ANM94671 AND61374 APF45854 APF45877 ANM87589 ANH71227 AMP44845 
APR73864 ANM92713 AKS48055 AKS48056 AKS48057 ALH26300 ALH26362 ALH26389 
ALH26394 ALH26424 ALH26482 ALH26545 AHJ57568 AHJ57578 AIM39597 ALJ53489 
AHJ57581 AHV83886 AHV83823 AID47915 AKT08491 AIP92725 AGQ16244 AHJ57559 
AHG96342 AGL09784 AHV83829 AGV29162 AGV28861 AGO02703 AHG96318 AIL94400 
AFB18654 AFE02927 AFH41323 AFK25601 AFK25605 AFL56683 AFR68163 AFU09862 
AGB08295 AGB08296 AGK72370 AFN19978 AFC98277 AEH59397 AHC68973 AGK72443 
BAM37909 ADV58939 AEJ83843 BAM37823 ADW95319 AJE62470 AJS16287 AJE62461 
ADO79927 AEK21426 AEH59365 ADF27885 AEI86844 ADV19292 ACP41934 ACQ84467 
ACP44147 AIJ10864 ADD97928 ACY46333 ADM14589 ACR08541 AFJ78671 AIL90334  
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